
SEATING C-BLOCK 02.451.1 ZANO STREET FURNITURE

OPTIONS

Seat and backrest
carbon steel (s235Jr)

Methods of installation
free-standing

DESCRIPTION

One of the most popular materials used in manufacturing
small urban architecture is stainless steel. It is a durable
and elegant material used in our highest quality products.
However, recently architectural concrete is gaining more
popularity. That material is extremely durable as well and
esthetic at the same time. It combines classic simplicity
and modern minimalism. We used architectonical
concrete also in other ZANO products: trigono bench and
concrete sitting. In our recent project we created an urban
chair with a base made of architectonical concrete.
Classic raw and cold concrete is soften by 8 mm thin
stainless steel backrests and armrests. Painted with our
RAL palette colours, they may get an elegant touch with
dark shades or a modern urban style with light colours that
will light up your neighbourhood. The C BLOCK urban
concrete chair is perfect for business centres and urban
spaces surrounded by concrete buildings. Thanks to our
new projects, the time you spend outside will become a
completely new experience. Get comfortable in our C
BLOCK urban concrete chair and enjoy the urban spirit.
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SEATING C-BLOCK 02.451.1 ZANO STREET FURNITURE

GENERAL TECHNICAL DATA

Weight
- 160 kg

Materials
- carbon steel
- architectural concrete

Dimensions
- width: 49 cm
- length: 70 cm
- height: 86 cm

ZANO

Product: Seating C-BLOCK
Catalog number: 02.451.1
Designer: Filip Babiarz

In accordance with the Polish Law on Copyright and Related Rights of 04.02.1994
(Offcial Journal of Laws No. 24, item 83, corrected: Journal of Laws No. 43, item 170)
and in accordance with the EU copyright legislation including all EU directives and
regulations on copyright , Zano Mirosław Zarotynski Company, reserves the copyright
of drawings, descriptions, 3D models, renderings, graphics, content contained in offers,
attachments to offers and all other documents. Its content is the intellectual property
of ZANO Miroslaw Zarotinski company. The use of author's ideas, solutions, copying,
distribution of photos, graphics or fragments of graphics, descriptive texts, for profit,
without the permission of the author - ZANO Mirosław Zarotynski company - is
prohibited and constitutes a copyright infringement and is punishable.
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